In the State of Connecticut

ENERGY EFFICIENCY DAY

October 6th, 2021

PROPOSED

WHEREAS, it is my pleasure to designate October 6th as Connecticut’s Energy Efficiency Day; and

WHEREAS, energy efficiency is the cheapest, quickest, and cleanest way to meet the State’s energy needs, reduce dangerous pollution, and make our communities more livable; and

WHEREAS, improved energy codes for homes and commercial buildings also can

WHEREAS, Connecticut households from applying efficiency standards

WHEREAS, energy efficiency makes our homes and workplaces healthier, safer, and

WHEREAS, energy efficiency can cut our dependence on fossil fuels, and

WHEREAS, our cities and towns are learning to make our homes and lives, which help reduce power plant emissions that can harm our health, polishes our air,

WHEREAS, energy efficiency can reduce the amount of electricity needed to power our homes, maintains energy use reduces the amount of electricity needed to power our homes, and

WHEREAS, energy efficiency is the cheapest, quickest, and cleanest way to meet the State’s energy needs, reduce dangerous pollution, and make our communities more livable; and

WHEREAS, the first Wednesday in October is national Energy Efficiency Day, and

WHEREAS, a national energy network of energy efficiency groups and partners has

WHEREAS, together we can continue to contribute to our nation’s efforts by

WHEREAS, energy efficiency efforts have

WHEREAS, therefore, I, Ned Lamont, Governor of the State of Connecticut, do hereby officially

By His Excellency Ned Lamont, Governor: an

State of Connecticut

Official Statement